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magine you’re sitting at a table in a typical comedy club.
It’s late in the evening. The comics cavort, the waitresses
refill cocktails, and the crowd roars louder. After all, they
came here to have fun, to drink, and to laugh.
Now imagine you’re seated in a folding chair at a corporate
sales conference, squinting in the mid-morning light. Your
company logo’d pullover is itchy. As the CEO drones on,
your mind wanders to all the other things you’d rather be
doing.
Scanning the day’s agenda to see who’s up next, you
notice: “Greg Schwem. Corporate Comedian.”
Huh?
Twenty minutes later, everyone’s rolling in the aisles. This
guy is funny. Really funny. He’s nailing your company
culture. He doesn’t swear. He doesn’t offend. And he’s
getting everyone to laugh in a very unfunny setting.
Crowned “King of the hill in the world of corporate comedy”
by the Chicago Tribune, Greg Schwem started practicing
his lines as a high school student. But the teen was just as
fascinated by television news as he was by comedy. So, he
set his sights on highly selective Northwestern University
for his undergrad work.
Prestigious journalism degree in hand, Schwem landed
a plum job as a reporter at WPTV in West Palm Beach,
Florida. But with 1980s media conglomeration came
ratings grabs. The Murrow/Cronkite kid couldn’t stomach
the news media’s increasing sensationalism. So, he quit
and started doing standup full time.

His incisive, business-savvy humor was noticed by major
corporations. Suddenly he was being hired to perform
at company retreats, parties, and presentations. Having
started a family, Schwem liked being able to work days
rather than nights — and the pay was better. He became
known for doing diligent homework about each company
before each engagement. He provided motivation, wellness,
and best of all, he was hilarious — and he still is.
Technology provides Schwem with a good number of jokes;
he’s both fascinated and irritated by it. He even wrote a
book entitled Text Me If You’re Breathing about parenting
his two daughters during the advent of the smartphone.
Actor Ray Romano, of “Everybody Loves Raymond” and
“Ice Age,” loves the book, saying “Greg’s hilarious take on
the frustrations of parenting in this age of technology made
me LOL, ROFL and LMAO (my daughter helped me with
those).”
Schwem’s clients include Microsoft, IBM, McDonald's,
Lenovo, United Airlines, and Verizon Wireless. He’s opened
for major acts like Jay Leno, Celine Dion, and Keith Urban,
and he can also be heard regularly on Sirius/XM Radio's
LAUGH USA.
Schwem’s first love, journalism, also plays a major role in
his creativity. He’s a nationally syndicated columnist for the
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his movements around the globe, Schwem reveals his love
of humanity, history, and different cultures while getting
his audience to chortle, chuckle and flat-out guffaw at the
absurdities he finds.
Ask Schwem if he considers himself a “disrupter” of the
comedy niche and he’ll tell you well, he used to disrupt
his 8th grade class, if that counts. He’s being modest, of
course. The Onion, the iconic standard-bearer of satire,
lauds Schwem for the way he masterfully “Mines comedy
gold out of non-sensical corporate speak.”

Chicago Tribune, writing laugh-out-loud missives about
everything from overuse of the phrase “thank you” to merch
suggestions for the pope. He’s been honored by his peers
from the National Society of Newspaper Columnists for
outstanding humor writing, found in the Huffington Post,
American Way Magazine, and the New York Daily News.
His second book, The Road To Success Goes Through the
Salad Bar: A Pile of BS From a Corporate Comedian, is an
anthology of keen observations about his unique vocation.
His TV series, “A Comedian Crashes Your Pad,” hilariously
documents his travels and quirky homeshare experiences
in side-splitting TV news-like travel segments. Spanning

We chatted with Greg Schwem recently, and frankly we
hope we get invited to his next sales meeting.
Monica: Can you talk a little bit about what led to you to
become a journalist?
Greg: I started thinking about that in high school.
Things like math and the sciences were losing my interest,
but I always liked to write. I was always fascinated with TV
news, even very early on, when I was eight or nine. I used to
enjoy watching the news, and I always thought it would be
cool to be them. Then I realized I liked to write. I loved being
in front of a camera and the performance aspect of it.
So, I got accepted into Northwestern. But it's weird because
the major that I chose was the wrong major, which was
Radio Television Film, a major for aspiring filmmakers. I
ended up transferring to a journalist program at the Medill
School of Journalism. Eventually, I did get a job in television
journalism. I had what I thought was my dream job. I think
I was 23 at the time, thinking, "Okay, this is for me." But my
hobby was always stand-up comedy. I started doing that at
16. While in college, I performed around the college campus
and dorms.
Then when I moved to Florida, I didn't know anyone,
so I started going to clubs to meet people, just to have
something to do. Little by little, the comedy boom began
to explode in the mid to late-'80s. I took advantage of that
and kept doing it for a while, and then it became a paid
weekend job. After about a year and a half in TV journalism,
I started to get a little disillusioned with the way TV news
was going in terms of it being sensationalized. That's not
what I wanted to do. My love of TV journalism was starting
to dwindle at the same time that my love of comedy was
beginning to increase.
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Eventually, around the age of 25, I thought that if I ever
wanted to try comedy for a living, now was the time, so I
quit and became a full-time comedian. It took my parents a
while to come around.
Monica: Speaking of sensationalism, what do you think of
the way "news" is delivered today?
Greg: What I thought was bad about it 30 years ago has
just multiplied exponentially. I am very disillusioned with it.
There is still a part of me that misses television journalism.
I miss that thrill, that adrenalin rush of covering the
breaking news story, which I always really enjoyed.
The problem today is with the internet. People can pretty
much write anything without fact-checking. I also get
despondent when I hear journalists being spoken about so
negatively.

Monica: You chose to exercise your comedy skills and
talent within the corporate world. Why corporate America
versus stand-up?
Greg: That didn't happen right away. I was a club comedian
when I started. I was the guy who thought that's how you
did it because that's what I saw everybody else doing.
You went from club to club. I thought that's what I was
supposed to do, so I did it. I was spending much time on
the road driving. I was usually the opener or the middle act
on a three-person show.
By the way, the first thing I did was move back to my
hometown of Chicago because I wanted to be in a big city
to practice my craft. I didn't want to go to New York or
Los Angeles, because I knew I wasn't ready. I did a little

Monica: You walked away from a very successful career
as a journalist to become a full-time comedian. What was
your mindset at that time to make that decision?
Greg: I was scared to death for sure. But I never wanted
to look back and say, "I wish I had tried this." So, I thought,
I'll see if I can make a living at it. If it doesn't work out in a
year, then I'll reassess. But I was fortunate. The fact that I
was a journalist helped me in my comedy career. It helped
me cultivate sources and work the phones, go out and get
work, and be proactive. Many comedians don’t do that. As
a result, they had to leave the business because they didn’t
understand how the industry works. They think it's all going
to come to them, but if they had just a little bit of drive at
business sense, who knows where they could have gone.
Monica: Many people would love to take such a bold step
that you did to start living what they believe is their true
calling. From your perspective, what should a person who
is at least contemplating leaving their job or career be
considering before making that move?
Greg: Well, the first thing you need is a little time. I started
thinking about becoming a comedian, probably nine
months before I did it. You also need to think with your
brain as opposed to your heart. Have a plan for how you’re
going to make money. Do you have a backup plan for when
money is not coming in right away? You have to pay your
bills and survive. You have to make money. How are you
going to do that?
Exceptional People Magazine | May-June 2020
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research, and I found there were many clubs in Chicago but
not as much competition, so I didn't have to be on the road
all the time.
After a year, I started to realize that I could do this for the
rest of my life and not get anywhere.
While attending a trade show one day, I connected with
a company that hired me as a writer and as a performer,
and I learned from that. They wanted me to write
entertaining presentations. Sometimes it was for a product,

or something high-tech and even a medical show or
something related to manufacturing.
Then they hired me also to be the spokesperson for a lot
of those things. I was learning how to make people laugh
about very technical subjects in a short amount of time.
People came to me after shows and said, "You just
described what's going on in our office. Would you like to
do that for our company retreat, our office, our Christmas
party?” I started to get hired by companies to do just that.
That involved a lot of customized writing. I was good at it,
and very few people were doing comedy or humor in the
business environment.
It came with better hours, better accommodations, better
money. Then, before I knew it, I stopped doing clubs, and
that was 20-some years ago.
Monica: What kind of impact can humor have in the
workplace? How can it improve productivity?
Greg: I think just being able to laugh improves
productivity. My goal is to have people leave the event
feeling better than when they walked in. I want them
thinking this is a pretty cool place to work because they
hired that guy. They hired that guy to make us laugh about
what we do.
Everybody needs to laugh at some point during the day,
even in times when things are not going so well. I just think
that if you can leave work after eight hours and go home
and somebody asks how your day was, included in that
response can be, "Oh, the funniest thing happened at work
today," and that's pretty cool.
Monica: Many comedians feel they need to use profanity
in their routines to come across as being funny, but you've
chosen not to do that. Why?
Greg: First, I've never had somebody say we can't hire you
because you're too clean. The minute you insert profanity
into your act, you have just eliminated a segment of places
where you can work.
Second, I think there's a lot of subject matter available that
you can mine without having to resort to swearing.
I think a lot of new comedians believe that's the way to get
jokes. Some people can't ever get away from that. You start
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by working clean, and you just say, "I'm not going to do it,"
and then you don't have that to fall back on.
Monica: Every entrepreneur or business owner should
continue to develop their skills to remain relevant within
their field. What do you do to stay relevant as a comedian,
so you give your best at every corporate event?
Greg: I'm always trying to write, and I'm always listening
and reading. I've added visual humor into my shows,
including funny photos. We've become a very visuallybased audience these days. It's harder for people just to sit
and listen now because we need to be stimulated all the
time because we're on our phones all the time.
Monica: In what ways has being a comedian for corporate
America enhanced your life personally?
Greg: I enjoy going to work. I have never said, "I don't want
to do this," or, "I don't want to be here," and that's very rare.
I think most people get up in the morning, and they go to
work, not wanting to be there, and they don't love their job. I
have always had a job that I love.
Monica: How much of comedy would you say is a talent or
a gift, and how much is skill?

Greg: I think you have to have some sort of talent to even
go on stage the first time. I would say, after that, it becomes
a learning process. I would say it's probably 40% talent and
60% learning.
Monica: What advice would you give your 15- or 16-yearold self, knowing what you know today about comedy?
Greg: I would say, watch as many different types of
comedians as you can because you can learn from all of
them. There's enough of them out there now where you can
do that.
Then try to figure out who you are, and figure out your
voice. Don't try to imitate somebody else because
everybody's different. Everybody has a unique personality.
You can learn from everyone, but don't try to mimic what
comedians do.
Monica: Well, this has certainly been a pleasure. What’s
your last word?
Greg: To create. Always be creating. I think a word like that
just encourages everybody to realize that every day is a
new day. Every day you can do something that you didn't do
yesterday. 
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